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STYLISH, BUT 
NOT TOO EDGY

Clean lines create a warm, contemporary space in Port 
Royal out of a West Indies foundation.  BY MICHAEL KORB
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‘SLACKER ISLAND’
When it comes time for family and 

friends to gather in the kitchen, there 
are few homes that can compete with 

this two-island beauty. With three 
sinks and an enormous amount of 

quartzite surface area, there are no 
excuses for people not to help. 

However, the homeowners have 
designated the second island to 

“slackers” who would prefer just to 
watch. Oyster shell pendants and a 

visible outdoor water feature keep the 
coast close to mind.
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TIMELESS 
BEAUTY
With exceptional curb 
appeal, the West 
Indies-inspired 
residence sets the 
perfect tone along 
Rum Row thanks to 
hardscaping by Koby 
Kirwin. And while the 
front is gorgeous, it’s 
hard to beat the 
waterfront views out 
back.

NVITING. ELEGANT. STYLISH. 
Take your pick of enamoring 

adjectives to describe this gorgeous 
Rum Row home in Port Royal 
owned by Katie and Gary Murray 
of Ontario, Canada. The Stofft 
Cooney-designed residence was 

started by a previous homeowner, who then 
sold to the Murrays halfway through the 
building process. It was a lucky break for them, 
though a unique challenge for John Cooney, 
as the original plans called for the structure to 
be more contemporary, while the Murrays like 
things a bit less edgy. 

The finished product is a masterwork in sub-
tleties, as Cooney removed detailing to clean 
some lines while modifying others in order to 
warm interior spaces.

“It was a complicated process, but the end 
result was that the house turned out phenom-
enal,” Cooney says. “This is a really unique 
project and a lot of fun from my standpoint. 
Typically, with a British West Indies home, 
you’re going to see a lot of heavy timber beams, 
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Distinctive Design. Distinctively You.

See more work  #reneegaddisinteriors www.reneegaddis.com    239.431.8352
15940 Old 41, Suite 530  •  Naples,  FL 34110
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ROOM TO GLOW
Warm woods are always in view and help 
create an organic and comforting feel, even 
when juxtaposed with the modern 
approach of glass. A custom-designed 
Bocci chandelier of illuminated glass orbs 
adds a soft light to the two-story stairwell.
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DOWNING-FRYE
REALTY,  INC.
        

3991 Gulf Shore Blvd Ph #102
3,565 total sqf / 2 BR / Den / 3 BA

$3,495,000

6966 Verde Way
10,567 total sqf / 4 BR / 2 Dens / 7 BA

$4,395,000

6597 Nicholas Blvd #405
3,150 total sqf / 3 BR / Den / 3 BA

$1,595,000

Le Ciel Park TowerLe Ciel Park Tower Pointe VerdePointe Verde Cap FerratCap Ferrat

Luxury Living at it‘s Best

LAUREN FOWLKES

239.572.4334 | lyfandsun@aol.com

NAPLESLUXURYBEACHFRONT.COM
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DARE TO DREAM
With captivating views of the 
outdoor living area and wide 
Port Royal canal, you can be 

forgiven if your eyes miss the 
detail work of grass cloth and 

beam work on the ceiling. A 
tranquil green/blue hue on the 

walls (Sherwin Williams’ 
“Rainwashed”) and complemen-

tary area rug recall the calm 
waters of the Gulf.
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HOME OF THE MONTH

wood ceilings, etc., so we kept the beam structures but put a contempo-
rary twist on them. The result was floating beams with backlighting that 
were painted and not stained, and grass cloth ceilings (in the kitchen), 
which really make the beams pop.”

The grass cloth was the inspiration of interior designer Lisa Kahn. 
Another cool collaboration in the home’s kitchen, among Cooney, Kahn 
and landscape designer Koby Kirwin, is a focal point water feature created 
just outside the kitchen window. The window overlooks the side yard, 
and because it had no view, Kirwin decided to create one.

“I think this home was designed in a way that makes it incredibly 
personal for the Murrays,” Kahn says. “It does not fit into one particular 
style. … You can’t look at it and say, ‘Well, this house is contemporary.’ 
Or ‘This house is traditional.’ Or ‘This house is modern.’ This house is 
the Murrays.”
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RIGHT AT HOME
European oak floors throughout 
contrast perfectly with crisp white 
baseboards as well as the white 
limestone fireplace surround in the 
living room, which overlooks the pool 
and waterway (left). Meanwhile, the 
MTI statement sculptural tub in the 
master bath overlooks a sea of 
bamboo and begs to be used as an 
oasis within an oasis.

And that means the home is a welcoming space for friends and 
family. In fact, the Murrays welcomed 20 adult guests and four 
children down for Canadian Thanksgiving.

Kahn really wanted to create some wonderful spaces for the 
Murrays to cook and hang out in, so the kitchen itself is large 
enough for multiple cooks.

“The house is designed to live in, and it’s a vacation home for us,” 
Katie Murray says. “So it’s a place where everybody is relaxed and 
has fun and is out by the pool with a cold beer or playing games in 
the game area, or in the kitchen. We have two islands in the kitchen 
and we call the island with all of the chairs around it ‘Slacker Island.’ 
You know the people who want to be in the kitchen when you’re 
getting ready but you need them out of the way?”

Soft palettes, straight lines and the occasional Balinese influence 
keep the house on-point with a relaxed manner and an open feel 
that takes full advantage of the home’s lovely water views.

“They kind of read our minds with some of the detailing—with 
the ceilings and the staircase,” Gary Murray says. “It’s contemporary 
but not too edgy.”

“The quality of all of the workmanship is just outstanding,” Katie 
adds. “We’re really happy with how it all turned out.” 

ARCHITECT: Stofft Cooney Architects
INTERIOR DESIGNER: Lisa Kahn Designs
BUILDER: SBC Construction
LANDSCAPE DESIGNER: Koby Kirwin


